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Transportation Excellence Honorees
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Executive Director, Monterey
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Norm Groot, Executive Director of
Monterey County Farm
Bureau, is nominated
for his support of the
South of Salinas (SOS)
Traffic Safety Alliance’s
mission to improve
traffic safety along
the US 101 corridor
south of Salinas. Mr.
Groot has supported
the Alliance since the
group formed in 2018

and officially endorsed
their mission with a letter
of support in March 2019.
Since that time, he has
made the Farm Bureau’s
conference room available
for countless meetings to
discuss short and longterm improvements along
the corridor. He has participated in on-going public
outreach campaigns to
ensure Farm Bureau members are informed about

traffic safety improvements and potential
long-term projects so
that they have opportunities to share feedback.
Mr. Groot has been
available during and
after business hours to
share insight and guidance with SOS’s founding members to inform
their advocacy efforts
to improve traffic safety.
Groot’s continued

support of these efforts
has contributed to
securing support and
offer priceless feedback
on agriculture’s transportation needs – both
human and goods/
services – to inform any
short and long-term improvements along the
highway. Without his
leadership and support,
public outreach, the
awareness of chang-

es along the corridor
would not be as robust
as it has been. He is
truly a forward-thinking
and progressive industry leader who genuinely cares about Monterey
County residents and
travelers arriving safely
to their destinations.
For more information
about TAMC, please visit
www.tamcmonterey.
org.

Ag company announces promotions
Ocean Mist Farms,
a fourth-generation
Grower Shipper located
in Castroville, announced
earlier this month the
promotion of Bobby
Bellew to Director of
Farming, Serafin Ruiz to
Director of Harvesting,
and Glen Alameda to
Director of Supply Chain
and Compliance.
In Bellew’s new role, he

will oversee and guide
Ocean Mist Farm’s Northern California farming
operations and work to
increase cost efficiencies, quality, and yield.
Bellew’s expertise and
detailed focus on farming
will allow him to continue building and coaching talent across the
Production and Farming
Department and focus on

areas where Ocean Mist
Farms can utilize science
and technology to foster
efficiency.
“We couldn’t be more
pleased with the performances of these
three individuals,” said
Chris Drew, President
and CEO of Ocean Mist
Farms. “Bellew, Ruiz and
Alameda have all shown
growth in their individual
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areas of expertise year
over year. As a result of
this development, the
promotions of these
three key figures at
our company positions
Ocean Mist Farms for a
new era of continued
success.”
Ruiz’s background and
experience with Ocean
Mist Farms harvesting
operations and equipment engineering have
propelled him to lead
the way to increase efficiency, minimize product
loss, capitalize on higher
yields, and place a stronger focus on mechanized
harvest opportunities.
In his new role, Ruiz will
manage the Commodity
Management Department including both
internal and external
harvest companies and

procurement operations
across Ocean Mist Farms’
different production
regions.
Alameda’s past role as
Logistics Manager has
allowed him to glean
knowledge of Ocean
Mist Farm’s entire supply
chain, how it works,
and where we have the
opportunity to improve.
In his new role, Alameda
will oversee all our
post-harvest supply chain
operations including
inventory management
and flow, packaging, QA,
as well as Customer and
Regulatory Compliance.
“We look forward to
seeing the shining future
these three individuals
hold at Ocean Mist Farms
and greatly anticipate
their work ahead,” said
Drew.

Ocean Mist Farms is the
largest grower of fresh artichokes in North America and is committed to
delivering the highest
standards in the industry
for food safety, product
quality, customer service,
innovation and sustainability. The company’s
full line of over 30 fresh
vegetables includes the
award-winning Season
& Steam and Ocean Mist
Organic product lines.
To stay up to date on the
2021 artichoke season,
follow Ocean Mist on
Instagram. To learn more
about Ocean Mist Farms,
visit www.oceanmist.
com/. For recipe inspiration and preparation
tips, follow the brand on
Facebook, Instagram,
LinkedIn and Twitter.

Research Foundation Releases Agenda

Needs assessment examines organic farming challenges and research and policy recommendations
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Organic Farming Research Foundation (OFRF)
is releasing the National Organic Research

Agenda (NORA), a report
conducted approximately every five years to
examine current organic

farmer challenges across
the U.S. and to provide
policy and research
recommendations to
address identified farmer
issues. The 2022 NORA
report compiles data
collected from over 1,100
organic and transitioning
farmers and ranchers and
16 listening sessions in
2020. The report will be
available online for free
in March 2022.
Participants of the 2022
National Organic Research Agenda provided
input and perspectives
on their current organic
production systems,
including the use of
regenerative soil health
management practices, water conservation,
organic inputs and
organic seed. The NORA
report details challenges
for farmers and ranchers
both on and off the field,
and provides a compar-

ative analysis of farmer
responses based on geographic/regional location
and farming experience,
and race/ethnicity.
The NORA report highlighted the top five production challenges stated
by organic farmers and
ranchers; approximately
67% of surveyed organic farmers stated weed
management as their top
production challenge.
Accessing labor proved to
be the leading non-production challenge among
NORA respondents.
Report findings concluded that an overwhelming
number of U.S. producers
(roughly 74% of farmers
and ranchers surveyed)
expressed a technical
assistance need for the
organic management
of weeds, pests, and
disease. Nearly 80% of
survey respondents were
concerned about organic

fraud and the integrity of
the USDA Organic label.
Farmer demographics
for the NORA report were
reflective of the National
Agricultural Statistics
Services (NASS) 2019
Organic Survey. NORA
findings also concluded
that farmers identifying
as Black, Indigenous, and
People of Color (BIPOC),
experienced higher rates
of farming production
and non-production challenges than their White
counterparts.
In addition to identifying gaps in current organic and transitioning to
organic farmer challenges, the National Organic
Research Agenda also
provides comprehensive recommendations
to guide the Organic
Farming Research Foundation’s research and policy initiatives. Proposed
investments and focus
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Like a greenhouse for business growth.
As a community bank, our objective is to help local businesses
thrive, even as economic seasons change.
We’re a community bank, staffed with local market experts and
decision makers. So we can dig into your business and create a
plan that works to your advantage. No waiting for approvals from
“the folks at HQ.”
If you’d like some fresh ideas on how to grow your business,
call us or stop by. Our team is ready to serve you with resourceful,
relationship-based expertise.

We switched all our
banking to Santa Cruz
County Bank, which
was smooth and
easy. They listen and
truly understand
Agriculture and
the needs of our
business.
~ Dane Scurich, President, Scurich Berry Farms, Inc.
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areas included but
were not limited to:
technical assistance,
organic research, and
equity programming.
OFRF is a 30+ year
nonprofit based in
Santa Cruz that’s
invested in supporting organic farmers
and fostering the
widespread adoption
of organic farming
systems. The NORA
report is a critical
document that has
been widely used
to promote organic research, farmer
education, policy and
advocacy work, and
public outreach.
The 2022 National
Organic Research
Agenda will be
released alongside
the Organic Seed
Continued on page 2

Research...continued from
page 1
Alliance’s 2022 State
of Organic Seed (SOS)
project. SOS is the culmination of seven data sets
and serves as a progress
report and action plan for
increasing the organic seed supply while
fostering seed grower
networks and policies

Paving the way for the
farming industry’s success.

that aim to decentralize
power and ownership in
our seed systems.
Each report will be available online (at www.ofrf.
org/research/nora/ and
www.stateoforganicseed.
org/) in early March 2022,
free of charge to farmers,
policymakers, ag suppliers, seed companies, and
the general public.
Organic Farming Re-

search Foundation
works to foster the
improvement and widespread adoption of organic farming systems.
OFRF cultivates organic
research, education,
and federal policies that
bring more farmers and
acreage into organic
production. For more
information, visit www.
ofrf.org.
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We are the premier source for all of your agricultural irrigation needs,
whether you have row crops, a vineyard, orchard, or nursery.
We provide personalized, professional service for all phases of
your project, offering cutting-edge solutions to help you maximize
your production.
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4450 Monterey Hwy.
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Watch for
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Hartnell to Offer Plant Science
Pathway at Castroville Center
By Scott Faust
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Hartnell College will
soon enroll the first
group of students for an
Agricultural Plant Science
pathway program set to
launch this fall at its new
Castroville Education
Center, on Merritt Street
just east of Highway 1.
Following what’s known

in higher education as a
“cohort” model, those 15
or 20 students will take
classes together and be
ready in two years to
transfer and complete
a bachelor’s degree in
plant science at a California State University. That
includes Cal State Monterey Bay, which started its
plant science program in
fall of 2020.
Students in Hartnell’s
Castroville-based program will have opportunities for job shadowing
and internships with
north Monterey County
companies. A class in
agricultural and industrial
equipment will take them
off campus for additional
hands-on experiences.
Overall, their learning will
have a berries-and-artichokes emphasis, while
still being fully applicable
to leafy greens, vegeta-

bles and specialty crops
throughout the Central
Coast.
“The program is designed around agriculture-based in North
County, but we’re getting
a lot of interest from
students around the
region, including in King
City,” said Clint Cowden,
Hartnell’s dean of career
technical education and
workforce development,
who also directs the Castroville Education Center.
The newly opened Castroville center, complete
with science labs, a tutoring center and state-ofthe-art classrooms, allows
Hartnell to structure the
plant science curriculum
as a non-stop pipeline
from college to university
to career. The center first
welcomed students on
Jan. 24, in time for the
Spring 2022 semester.

Hartnell plant science graduate Jonathan Blas, now at Cal Poly-SLO, is pictured in a field near Chualar
where he worked during a spring 2020 soil science internship.

Both the

Input from agricultural
leaders during Hartnell’s
community listening
sessions for Castroville
revealed strong support
for an accelerated program that dovetails with
plant science degrees
at CSUMB, Fresno State,
Chico State, Cal Poly San
Luis Obispo or Cal Poly
Pomona.
Instead of leaving
the area as freshmen
to begin at a four-year
university – and possibly
never returning once
they graduate – students
in Hartnell’s program will
begin their studies in the
context of Salinas Valley
agriculture while building early connections
with local employers.
Hartnell’s cohort program in plant science,
the first of its kind in
California, will offer other advantages as well,
Cowden said.
Much like Hartnell’s
highly successful CSin3
computer science pro-

gram, in which participants earn a computer
science bachelor’s degree
in just three years, the
plant science students
in Castroville will know
exactly what to expect
each semester. In addition, because they will
be in class with the same
students over the two
years, they can establish
greater camaraderie with
one another and their
instructors.
“For a lot of students,
that structure is something that they’re really
used to from high school,”
Cowden said. “By continuing that same type
of structure, we see their
confidence level and
their success rates go up.
Their courses, such as
chemistry, soil science
and plant science, will
build on each other and
give students a more
integrated understanding of the subject matter,
he said.
“It also creates almost

like an athletic-team
kind of bonding, and
they tend to get involved
in more project-based
learning by being able to
work in teams,” Cowden
said.
A concentrated focus on
plant science, as opposed
to the wider scope of
a major in agriculture
production, will prepare
students to understand
not only the “how” of
crop cultivation, but also
the “why,” he said.
“As our students grow in
their careers, they’re going to continue to learn
about ag production,”
Cowden said. “But that
emphasis on truly understanding plant science
is important, because as
the industry changes, if
they understand the botany and those types of
concepts, they’ll be able
to adapt – be it fertilizers
or climate change or
other agronomic factors
that are going to change
over time.

Hartnell biology graduate Jasmine Rodriguez, now at Humboldt State University, conducts research
during a summer 2019 internship in entomology at the University of California Cooperative Extension.
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Plant Science
Transfer Pathway
at Hartnell’s new
Castroville Education Center

H

artnell College will soon enroll students for the inaugural Fall 2022 class of its new Associate
in Science for Transfer (ADT) degree in Plant Science at the Castroville Education Center.

Students will complete the degree in two years and smoothly transfer into a bachelor’s degree
program in plant science at CSUMB, Fresno State, Chico State or Cal Poly.
Highlights:
In Hartnell’s new Castroville center, equipped with state-of-the-art science labs, classrooms
and tutoring center.
• Students complete a semester-by-semester plan together as a group.
• Internship and job-shadowing with local ag employers.
• Free tuition regardless of income, from Hartnell’s Salinas Valley Promise program.
For more information:
Celia Anderson, program assistant, (831) 755-6798 or canderson@hartnell.edu

Spring is a time for celebration
Tickets are still available
for the 2022 National
Agriculture Day Spring
Luncheon on Wednesday,
March 16th.
The theme of the event
is, “Spring – A Time for
Celebration!” The Santa
Cruz County Farm Bureau
in conjunction with the
organization, AgriCulture,
will again host the National
Agriculture Day Spring
Luncheon. The luncheon

will be held in the Heritage
Hall located within the
Santa Cruz County
Fairgrounds. Tickets are
$50 per person. Reservations and sponsorships for
the luncheon are
available at www.sccfb.
com/news/national-agriculture-day-spring-luncheon/ or by calling (831)
724-1356.
One of the highlights of
the National Agriculture
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Day Luncheon will be the
presentation of
the Al Smith Friend of
Agriculture Award. Al
Smith was the founder of
Orchard Supply Hardware
and donated 3,000 acres
(Swanton Pacific Ranch) in
the north coast to Cal Poly
San Luis Obispo. The ranch
has row crops, timber and
even a one-third-scale railroad, which was Al’s hobby. The award is presented

annually to an individual,
business or organization
not involved in production
agriculture but one
who has done much for
the industry. This year’s
award will be presented by
last year’s honoree,
Dignity Health Dominican
Hospital.
The Farm Bureau and
Agri-Culture co-sponsor a
poster contest for students
in grades K-6, and a poetry

contest for students in
grades 7-12 in Santa Cruz
County and Pajaro Valley
schools. The winning
entries will be displayed
during the luncheon and
this year’s contest winners
will be introduced at that
time.
Another feature of the
National Agriculture Day
Spring Luncheon is the
presentation of the
2022 Agri-Culture Schol-

arships. The Agri-Culture
scholarship Program consists of four different
scholarships; the Jimmie
Cox Memorial Scholarship,
the Jeannie Witmer Memorial Scholarship. The
Laura Brown Memorial
Scholarship and the JJ Crosetti, Jr. Memorial Scholarship.
For more information
please call (831) 724-1356 or
email sccfb@sbcglobal.net .
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Hartnell College receives grant
By Tess Kenny
Hartnell College received
a multi-year grant of
$260,000 from Bank of
America to bolster the
school’s support for local
agricultural workers. The
grant will go toward Hartnell’s Ag Tech Workforce
Initiative, a $2.6 million
endeavor that provides
training for farmworkers so
they are equipped for positions requiring different
skill levels.
“Preparing employees to
step into these expanding
roles has a ripple effect, not
only in their own households but throughout
our entire local economy,”
Hartnell’s Dean of Career
Technical Education and
Workforce Development
Clint Cowden said in a
press release, adding
that the grant will be
“life-changing” for workers
who participate.
The three-year initiative
is set to launch soon as
part of Hartnell’s upcoming
spring semester, offer-

ing free and non-credit
courses to workers in
Salinas Valley’s agricultural
production, processing
and manufacturing sectors. The classes will place
particular focus on science,
technology, engineering
and mathematics (STEM).
Built to give way to fulltime job opportunities,
the classes will look more
like hands-on training.
Those who participate
will also earn $15-18 for
up to 10 hours a week for
their work. The hope is
that after going through
the program, agricultural workers will be more
prepared to take on
advanced positions paying
$20-$29 per hour, such
as food safety technician,
human resource technician, frontline agriculture
supervisor and small-scale
farm manager.
Some local companies
Hartnell anticipates ushering initiative participants
toward include Taylor
Farms, Automated Harvesting LLC, Tanimura &

Antle, Dole Fresh Vegetables and Braga Fresh.
Bank of America’s contribution to the initiative is
part of a larger five-year,
$1.5 billion commitment
by the bank to advance
racial equity and economic
opportunity for communities of color and other disenfranchised populations
disproportionately impacted by the pandemic.
“Bank of America’s focus
on racial equity and economic opportunity closely
aligns with our own goal
of helping workers and
agricultural employers
adapt to changes in how
fresh produce is grown,
harvested, packaged and
distributed,” said Cowden,
referring to the increasingly important role of technology and automation in
the agricultural industry.
Jennifer Dacquisto,
Monterey Bay president for
Bank of America, echoed
Cowden, reiterating the
bank’s commitment to
helping Hartnell College
push for equity.
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“The Monterey Bay region
is an $8 billion agricultural
epicenter, with 80% of
its field labor force being
Hispanic-Latino,” she said
in a press release. “Because
the coronavirus pandemic exacerbated existing
economic disparities in
communities of color,
especially so with our local

agricultural farmworkers,
we are investing into the
up-skilling and reskilling
of this critical labor force
through partnerships
with local institutions like
Hartnell College.
“Their Ag Tech Workforce
program will go a long
way to help those most
at risk of job disruption as

the ag industry evolves.”
For more information
about the Ag Tech Workforce program at Hartnell
College, go to https://
www.hartnell.edu/academics-affairs/academics/cte/
agtech/.
This story was previously
published in the Monterey
Herald on January 21, 2022.

Challenges climate change poses
Scientists warn that a
similar scenario could
play out as a result of
Climate change poses
climate change. The agrian array of challenges.
The National Oceanic and cultural sector could face
Atmospheric Administra- considerable challenges
in the years to come. The
tion notes that the imFourth National Climate
pacts of climate change
Assessment is a governon various sectors of
society are interrelated, a ment-mandated report
that must be delivered
connection that mirrors
to the United States
the ripple effects of the
Congress once every four
COVID-19 pandemic.
years. Among the many
The human health crisis
aims of the report are to
that arose during the
provide an analysis of the
pandemic affected all
aspects of life, as illnesses effects of global changes
on the natural environlimited worker producment and agriculture.
tivity, thus affecting the
The report also must
global supply chain,
including the availability project major trends for
the next 25 to 100 years.
of food.

By Metro

The most recent report,
delivered in 2018, noted
that changing precipitation patterns could
intensify in the coming
years, leading to more
intense periods of heavy
rain and longer dry
periods.
Those shifting patterns
and other changes could
lead to an increase in
conditions and weather
events that pose unique
challenges to the agricultural sector.
· Flooding: The Union
of Concerned Scientists
notes that many agricultural regions of the United States have already
experienced increased

flooding. The effects of
flooding on the agricultural sector are often
devastating and include
accelerated soil erosion,
water pollution and
damage to infrastructure
that challenges farmers’
ability to get food from
their farms to stores and,
ultimately, consumers’
dinner tables.
· Drought: The National
Integrated Drought Information System reports
that the primary direct
economic impact of
drought in the agricultural sector is crop failure
and pasture losses. The
Government of Canada
notes that areas of west-

ern Canada are already
experiencing frequent
and severe droughts, and
scientists expect other
areas of the country to
be affected by drought
more often in the years
to come. The same goes
for the United States,
which the UCS notes has
already dealt with severe
drought in California,
the Great Plains and the
midwest. Depleted water
supplies are a byproduct
of drought, and such depletion can take a toll on
crops and livestock.
· Economics: The effects of
climate change on crops
and livestock may force
farmers to change the

nature of their farms.
The UCS notes that
farmers may be forced
to choose crop varieties
and animal breeds that
are suited to the new
conditions sparked by
climate change. Going
in a new direction could
force farmers to make
potentially costly investments in machinery
and other changes as
they make the transition.
Climate change will
pose unique challenges to the agricultural
sector that could force
farmers to make some
difficult decisions in the
years ahead.

Advancements in livestock technology
By Metro

Summit, various startups
have developed technolConsumer demand drives ogies that can make the
changes in industry, and
livestock industry more
the agricultural sector is
sustainable and efficient.
no exception. Consumer
Treatment
demands for improved
The Israeli firm Armenta
animal welfare have led
has developed a non-anto changes in the livetibiotic treatment for bostock sector, and various
vine mastitis that utilizes
technologies have been
acoustic pulse technolodeveloped and are in
gy. The treatment has a
development to help this 70 percent cure rate.
particular segment of the Another firm working
agricultural industry thrive. to treat livestock is the
According to the AniUnited States-based
mal AgTech Innovation
General Probiotics.

Animal AgTech reports
that General Probiotics
develops cellbots and antimicrobial probiotics that
eliminate harmful pathogens in livestock. That can
reduce dependency on
antibiotics and make food
production safer.
Welfare
Faromatics, a firm based
in Spain, has combined
robotics, artificial intelligence and big data to
improve animal welfare
and farm productivity. One
Faromatics product utilizes

a robot suspended from
a ceiling to monitor certain variables, including
equipment function and
health and welfare, that
affect broiler chickens.
The American firm
Swinetech utilizes voice
recognition and computer vision technology in
its SmartGuard product
to prevent piglet deaths
from crushing and
starvation. The product
also makes it possible
to track and facilitate
obstetrical assistance.

Operations
Based in Uganda, Jaguza
Tech has developed a
livestock management system that utilizes sensors,
data science and machine
learning to improve the
efficiency, productivity and
sustainability of modern
farm operations. Farmers
can utilize Jaguza to perform a host of functions,
including monitoring their
animals’ health and identifying their livestock.
The Netherlands-based
H2Oalert is a water control

management system that
checks the quality and
quantity of cattle drinking
water in real time. The
management system also
checks for pollution and
malfunctions in the water
supply.
Livestock technology
continues to advance, and
firms across the globe are
developing new products
and platforms to help livestock farmers make their
operations more efficient,
sustainable and productive.

D’Arrigo recognized for leadership
John D’Arrigo, President, CEO, and Chairman of the Board for
D’Arrigo California
was honored in November of 2021 by the
University of Arizona,
College of Agriculture
and Life Sciences as
an influential visionary
and agricultural leader.
D’Arrigo was presented
with the prestigious Eugene G. Sander Lifetime
Achievement Award
for his leadership in the
agricultural industry, his
service to the community, and contributions
to the University of
Arizona’s Yuma Center
of Excellence for Desert
Agriculture.
“We are honored to
present John D’Arrigo
the Eugene G. Sander
Lifetime Achievement
Award. John is one of
the true leaders of agriculture in the United
States and an invalu-

able partner to the Yuma
Center of Excellence for
Desert Agriculture,” stated Shane C. Burgess, Vice
President for the Division
of Agriculture, Life and
Veterinary Sciences, and
Cooperative Extension
for the University of
Arizona. The inaugural
award was given in 2011
and is presented to
an individual who has
demonstrated superior
performance in activities
reflected in the mission
of the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences at
the University of Arizona.
In 2013, John D’Arrigo
was one of the founding
members of the Yuma
Center of Excellence
for Desert Agriculture
known by its acronym
YCEDA. YCEDA is an
innovative public-private partnership that
connects top scientists
to the desert agricultural
industry. YCEDA focuses

on high-priority issues
identified by industry
stakeholders, including
but not limited to increasing production efficiencies through disease and
water management, food
safety, crop yield maximization, and advanced ag
technology.
“I am honored and humbled to have received
the Eugene G. Sander
Lifetime Achievement
Award. My experience
working with the University of Arizona and
YCEDA has been one of
the most productive and
rewarding public-private
partnerships to date,”
stated D’Arrigo. “YCEDA is
an excellent example of
an effective and efficient
public-private partnership bringing scientific
research and the produce
industry together to solve
real-time agricultural
issues experienced in the
desert growing regions.”

Provided photo of John D”Arrigo, President, CEO and Chairman of the Board for D’Arrigo California and
Shane C. Burgess, Vice President for the Division of Agriculture

About D’Arrigo California
From the day the company was founded in 1923 by Stefano and Andrea D’Arrigo, two immigrant brothers
from Messina, Sicily, innovation has been its hallmark. In addition to its conventional and organic vegetable
product line and wine grapes, D’Arrigo offers strategies and solutions to its customers in everything from
seed research and development, food safety and sustainability, to entirely new approaches to packaging,
harvesting and shipping. The company’s brand, Andy Boy®, is known for signature products like broccoli,
broccoli rabe, fennel and romaine hearts. D’Arrigo California grows not only conventional and organic
products year-round, but also provides services that include cross-docking, consolidation, custom growing
and commercial cooling. Visit www.andyboy.com to learn more.

Sakata Seed America launches website
Sakata Seed America
has officially launched
www.SakataCEA.com,
a comprehensive website detailing specifics
of Sakata’s CEA product
offerings.
In 2019, Sakata Seed
America became a leader
in the breeding world to
pivot focus for an array
of existing genetics that
show exceptional promise in the CEA market.
Spearheaded by Sakata’s
Tracy Lee Zogby, who
primarily worked in Sakata’s Home Garden group,
Sakata quickly noticed
the synergy between the

emerging and exponentially growing CEA
market and their existing
business groups.
“We began to trial and
explore existing Sakata
genetics that showed
promise for indoor and
CEA environments. Our
genetics are bred for
exceptional horticultural
traits, adaptability, and
production benefits that
were also applicable to
various CEA environments,’ says Tracy Lee
Zogby, CEA Lead.
“I think what puts us at
an advantage is our expert knowledge in all ap-

plicable crop segments.
We aim to be a source of
knowledge and support as the CEA market
develops and key players
continue to navigate and
build out their product
assortments in somewhat uncharted waters,”
continues Zogby.
SakataCEA.com is a
full-scale, online resource
cataloging of all that
Sakata’s CEA program has
to offer. It features the
entire CEA product portfolio, downloadable literature materials and tools
for cultivation success, a
digital sample ordering

form and trialing information, a fully responsive
seed distributor map,
and a staff directory for
easy access to product
support in your area.
“Through strategic collaborations, exceptional
genetics, and continued
breeding efforts coupled
with expansion and investment in our Research
& Development team,
we feel well-equipped to
grow our CEA partnerships and supply quality
seed in strong supply to
the category, backed by
excellent service and support,” concludes Zogby.
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Stepping Stones • Ponds & Pumps
Decorative Rock & Bark
Soil Amendments
Erosion Control Products
Synthetic and Organic Fertilizers

Retaining Wall Systems • Pavers
Flagstone & Slate • Real / Artificial
Turf • Topsoil & Compost
Organic Veggie Mix • Custom Mixes
Sawdust • Boulders

The Largest Selection of Landscape Materials in Town
Covid 19 Protocols in place - Superior Customer Service

Commercial & Residential
We deliver anywhere

Call or Stop By For
A Consultation!
831-688-6211
www.aptoslandscapesupply.com

Locally owned and
operated since 1966

5035 Freedom Blvd. Aptos, CA 95003
Mon-Sat 7:30 – 4:30

WWW.R2000WF.COM

IRRIGATION
TECHNOLOGY
FOR THE FUTURE
ROTATOR® SPRINKLERS:

R2000WF ROTATOR® &
MINI DRAIN CHECK

•
•
•
•
•
•

HIGH UNIFORMITY
NO RISER VIBRATION
EASY TO CLEAN & REPAIR
LONG WEAR LIFE
NO SEALS UNDER PRESSURE
FREE MAINTENANCE PROGRAM - ASK ABOUT IT!

1000 SERIES CONTROL VALVES
PART-CIRCLE
EDGE OF FIELD
ROTATOR®
FULL COVERAGE
IRRIGATION FOR
TREE & VINE

SAVE WATER, SAVE ENERGY, SAVE LABOR & DO A BETTER JOB OF IRRIGATING.
TEL: +1 509.525.7660 — NELSONIRRIGATION.COM

